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ANOTHER JOURNEY Y11-1 ROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS:

NEW LENSES FOR OLD PROBLEMS

(Or, solve:Ames the long way around is the only way to get there.)

When Alice first went though the looking glass she foundas she had

earlier seen in Wonderlanda world where her previously established

constructs didn't work very well to account for even the must routine

event-01ot He. When she first meets the Red Queens for example, she
r.

suddenly finds herself running as -fast as she could but:

The most curious part of the thing is, that the trees and

the other things around them never changed their places at all:

however fast they went, they never seemed to pass anything.

[And, when the Queen finally lets her rest, she observe. that:I

"In our country, you'd generally get to Someplace else ---if you

ran very fast for a long time as we've been doing."

"A very slow sort of country!" said the Queen. "Now, here,

you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same

place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least

twice a:4 east as that."

While it is 1..; ue that most of us in Fnglisli teaching often feel that

every time we open the school duos we are in a looking-glass world where
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We art. running fast to stay plaiceparti9ktlarly when we s egard the

stacks of student jiapers which seem to magionlly replenish themselves no

Ina tier 110 `L many we readmy reason t or mentioning Alice's confusion is

not to beinotat our fate. It is, instead, to point-out that ail of us view the

world on the basis of uur exlkerienec oft hat we use these experience-

based constructs to make predictions about the future course of events,

and, further, that these constructs always influence and frequently distort

our ability to perceive the nature. of thefrettility which surrounds us. We

can't help but do so, of course, any more than Alice couldn't help expecting

to be under a 'different tree after running so fast and so long, but it is

important both to be aware that we do so and to_be prepared to change our
_-

constructs when new expeeience dues il conform to our prednitions.

Theories and Teaching:

Although I. used the term constructsderived from the work of

George Kellyto describe these structures of knowledge, bzlief, and

perception, I could just as easily have used/theoriesor hypotheses, because

my major purpose today is to try to explode on of the preValent

misconceptions that severely limits the possibilities of curriculum change

in schools: the belief of many teachers that theory has no direct relevance

to their pedagogical problems and that what is really needed are practical

alqwers to the question: What can I do on Monday? I um going to try to

convince youalthough I recognize that st by being here you are probably

less in need of convincing on this point than most of your colleaguesthat

What can I do Monday? is always, in fact, answered on the basis of theory

and indeed must be so aisowered.



This may seem paradoxical, but bs the White Quetn explained when

I we coinplained that:
`Mt

"One can't beliel..c tinpot:sible things."

daresay yOu haven't had iIutcl, praetice," said the

Queen. "When f was your age, I always dtd it for half-an-hour a

day. Why, sometimes I've believed as ninny as six impossible

things before breakfast."

Surely it should be easy enough for all of us believe at least one

impossible thing after lunch.

The impossibility 41isatipeaFs like the Cheshire Cat maybe or maybe-.

not leaving a smile behindwhen we See that all teaching decisions are

based on the teacher's view bf the world. flow we view our subject
41If

determines what -we set as problems and what we will accept as solutions

to those problems.' While ITItlq teachers may not recognize that -these
It

perceptions are theory based, and thta, indeed, is part of the difficulty we-

'ace, they are no less so for being unrecognized. Unless one has. a theory of

spelling, then there are no spelling problems, without,a theory of grammar,

no participles can dangle, in the absence of a theory of literature, there

are no plots or themes. And since every t,-;aching activity is designed to

solve a problem, it becomes crucially import/int to understand that every

time we perceive a problem. we do so on the basis of a theory or set of

theories.

I will try to exemplify how this works shortly, but-first I must admit

that many of the theories that have been urged on teachers as panaceas for

their difficulties certainly aren't --or at least aren't directly so,

transforinational-generative grainmiii being the most obvious Aehse that I

am familiar With. Ana, seeonii, that even the most relevant theoretical
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insights_need to be transformed through serious intellectual endeavor in th4

process of applying them to teachingactivitics. It may be that teachers are

reluctant or in some ,cases even tIntIt)le to make the appropriate

translations. it may he that they have not been sufficiently helped by

teacher educators and curriculum leaders to do so. but 1 am convinced 4hut

serious curriculum change requires an explicit dependence upon unproved

tions of relevant theories, and that those of us who are trying' to

promote such change must find ways of helping teachers, learn to Value,

understand, and use theories. Ihis is essentitiit because to avoid doing so is

to doom us to rtitining fast and never getting anyplace, and because if

teachers can't learn to apply new theories deliberately, no change at all is

likely to happen in the classroom.

Type 1 vs. Ty1e 2 Theories

Part of the reason this process is difficult, is that most of us operate

iTtOV of the timeeven in our professional liveson the basis of what 1 will

call Type 1 theories. These are the theories which we have largely built on

the basis of our personal experience and the violations t.Z which were so

troubling to /thief,. Our memories, like Alice's, don't permit us to

"remember things before they happen," and 'since we tend tc$ agree with the

White Queen that "It's a poor sort of memory that only works backwards,"

we'compensate by assuming on .the basis of our Type 1~ theories that the

futlire will be much like the past. While` this is both normal and essential,

theories of this sort usually have the weakness of being largely

unconscious, unreflected upon, and relatively impermeable in the sense

that they tend to make us try to have reality fit our theory rather than

adjusting the theory to be better iii harmony with a changed reality.

Mayiser 4
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lye I the Or le; In education are particular ly difficult penetrate

beyilse they tend to have been built on the e.xpertenccs of teachers when

they were students of the age they are teacat rather than on any later

learning. When AlYe discusses edttwrtain with the Mock Turtle, he allows

that he only took:

"... the regular cuur.e."

"What Was tl\at?" uNuired Alice. .

"Reeling and Writhing, of course, to begin with," the Mock

Turtle replied, "and then the d,fferent branches of Arithmetic,

Ambition,. Distraction, tiglifica tion, and Derision."

For many teachers the kinds of Reeling anti Writhing we jteach and

the way we teach them are more affected by our experiences as students

tharvby any teacher preparation courses, district curricula, or in-service

extravaganzas. Thug is true in part because we were usually relatively good

Reelers and Writhers or we wouldn't be teaching it, but mostly it is true

because our own stu,,tit experience defined the way education is ispozed to

be. Perhaps because we have never been through the lookigglass, nothing

that has happened to us since has had much effect on our most basic

assumptions about what kids are supposed to learn and how they are to

learn it.

The problem with Type 1 the rtes in education Is theft they lead us

too often to identjfy the wrong problems, to ask the wrong questions, and

to come up with inadequate answers. This is principally true because they

assume that the principles underlying our work are all givens and the

only important questions remaining are of the What do I dc. Monday? (and

flow do I do it?) sort. This would be tolerable, I guess, if everyone were

convinced that we are doing a terrific juti, but .

"
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Type 2 theories, on the other hinal, while cotineeted to personal

experience, are inure bused on eolieetive, publo and shared experiences

than allosyueratie ones. They are more til,ely to be twth eon,cious and to

have been consetouAy learned. They are inure reftected upon, more
A

explicitly worked out, and, perhaps must impo,iit, inure open to change

and modification on the basis of our on experience and that of others.

. Although Type 2 theories may be as strongly held and as fervently argued

for as Type 1 theories, at least rn principle they contain a commitment to

both empirical teiification and to revisio9 or even abandonment on the

basis of coutgper-examples.

We don't have very many fully worked out Type 2 theories which

explain all the kinds 'of issues and phenomena we are concerned with as

English educators, but that makes the need,to shift from Type 1 to Type 2

theories as the source of our curriculp,- decisions stronger rather than

weaker. This is primarily true because it is only by attempting to develop

--and implement new theory based curricula with a Type 2 spirit of

experimentation and revision, that we can begin to close the gap between

what we wish to achieveour goalsand what we are actually.

accomplishingour reililts.

One of the reasons we don't have very many adequate Type 2 theories

in language education is that the complexities of the human mind and its

language system as well as all of the multitude of influenc4es that affect

language development are just so difficidt to explain. But, ironically, one

of the advantages of Type 2 theories is that they explicitly recognize both

what they can and cannot explain, and they have specific mechanisms for

Jattempting to gradually fill in the gaps in their explanations, 'Iliey offer

only hipothews not eertamties, but it is only through f.or mu la ting and
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testing hypotheses and re-formulating new uses that we are likely to ever

understand more than we do now about' why/ur pedagogical practices are

likely (or unlikely) to lead to our desired gUals.

To adopt a Type 2 approach to. educa lion requires a tolerance for

ambiguity and uncertainty, however, wine.h mmiy teachers (and. indeed,

most people) find -ighly uncomfortable. We do, to be sure, have to make

teaching decisions, plan lessons, evaluate, papers, and se forth on the basis

of the best approximation we have of the way things work, but unless we

recognize that we are employing tentative conclusions rather than eternal

verities the prospects for change and improvement are dim indeed.

When Alice first discovered "Jabberwocky" her first problem was

merely to decode ita problem she solved by holding it up to a mirror

which was a logical step in a looking-glass world. Once ,she had done so,

however, she was still in a quandry .for what was she to make of:
.

'Twas brillig and the slithy loves

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All miinsy .were the borogoves,

And the morne ratlis outgrabe.

"It seems rather pretty,"*.shn said when she had finished it,

ubuf it's rather hard to understand'.': (You see she didn't like to

confess, even to herself, that she couldn't make it out at all,)

She is still puzzled by it when she runs across one of the world's great

literary critics (and English teachersY, Ilumpty DiEnp*y. Professor Dumpty

has little tolerance for ambiguity and full confidence in his own Type 2

certainty and is prepared to definitively pronounce on any text. (lie had

earlier pointed out to Alice that: "When I use a word,{.. ,. it meaiis just

what I choose it to meanneither inure nor less.... The gliestion is which-,'

JI
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1, to be nutster--that's {Oen AI 4ce, playing the dutiful ifsoniewhat

skeptical student, asks him to "tell me the weantig of the poem _culled

'Jabberwocky'," the is fully prepared to reply.
."--

"BrUli4 means four o'clock m the afternoon t4ie time

when you begin rifoltilig things for dinner."

"That'll do very well,:abuid Alices "and 'sit try?"

"will, means `lithe and slimy.' Lithe' is the same

as 'active.' You see it's a portmanteauthere are two meanings

packed up into one vord.
k

As a. good English student, Alice rapidly gets into the game, providing

her own definitio'n for watre, but the danger here is not that Professor
Dumpt is not clever or wittybecause he surely is both, but that he seems

so sure of himself arid so arbitrary. (lie is equally sure that he -will be all

right if he fall'S off the wall, anti even Alice knows how wrong he is on that

account.) it is precisely this impression of certainty which lets students

allow teachers to- interpret literature for them (if they don't get it from

Cliff's notes), and- this impression of arbitrariness which develops the view

that only English leachers have the key io the poetic code and quit mere

students needn't evien bother.

This attitude of certainty is bad enough in teaching students

particularly about literature which is notoriously uslithy" stuftbut even

worse when it comes to thinking about the whys of English teaching: I'd like

to spend the test of my time with you this afternoon, therefore, briefly

'sketching four problems confronting English teachers'find contrasting Type

1 and Type 2 ana"ty'ses of them, and solutions for them. The requirements of

brevity will make some of the positions more caricatured than I'd like, but

I'll invoke the noble tradition of Lewis Carroll to ask your forgiveness for

that.
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Vocabulary lievelopment

The first problem I want to address .s the frequently voiced

complufmt that students have madequatt vocabularies. This has correlates

in complaints about low scores on ACT or SAT verbal aptitude tests, poor

reading abinty, and limited diction in writing.

One traditional way Qf trying to solve this problem- IS to teach

vocabulary directly. Methods to do's() usually involve giving students lists

of words which are then tested weekly in a variety of ways: picking out

synonyms, using the word Up a sentence, writing a definition and so on.

Some lip-service is paid to reading as a source of vocabulary enrichment,

but, ironically, the controlled vocabulary used by publishers to ensure

"readability" has meant that most school books retard rather than stretch

student vocabularies. In this approach to teaching,., little attention is

usually paid to the role of talk and of writing asMeans of vocabUlary

growth.

This approach is usually based on a variety of Type 1 theories. The

most fundamental is a,kind of unexamined behaviorism which holds that

kids learn words through direct instruction and practice which build the

appropriate stimulus-response associations. A -related theoretical

assumption_ involves the idea that a diagnosed .problem needs a direct

instructional remedy. Although most people who have tried such

approaches recognize their limited utility (such teaching/testing is one of

the best examples I know of the kind of "learning" which is mastered for

the quiz and forgotten by.the time school is over for the day), they are

often continued because they help convince everyone involved: teachers,

students, administrators, and parents, that the school is "doing something"

about the prob'eni. They also proie a neat and precise record of grades

which allegedly show whether or not the learning has occurred.



A Type 2 ,theory approach to the problem, on the other hand, would

be bitsed both un our recognition of the failure of current bpproaches and

on our emergingnowledge of the mental lexicon we build as we acquire a

language. Recent psycholinguisti-, research has own how last and how
_ -naturally we learn words when we have a context for using them

productively. The full rossession of a word means controlling tt.)

phonology, and morphology us well as its meaning and a variety of subtle

'restrictions on its appropriat use. The development of such a full

command is reached through a gradu.it process of refinement of

successively close approximation of meaning and is arrived at only Aiirough

an active process of language use in wlLich the word is needed to fit the
. .

t
situation rathet than through creating a situation (or a sentence) to fit the

word. This process begins at the earliest stages of language acquisition as

when children learn to stop overgeneralizing daddy which often first seems

to mean adult male (a potential source of some embarrassment for morn

and dad alike) and continues through the proces,'s of gradually refining The

meanings Of(technical terms like atom or cell.

"-Le crtal pedagogical implication of current Type 2 theories of the

lexicon is that words are learned indirectly in the context of a rich
environment of active language use when they are needed for some other

. purpose, anti the challenge to US A ti.acher's is to find teaching activities

that indirectly promote vocabulary deVelopment. These include reading

and listening, of 'course, but most crucially they center on the production

of language in talk and writing. Since' the goal of vocabulary development

is the enrichment of the student's repertoire of words thich can 'be used

appropriately, we must recognize that the words wftl never be really

neededand tterefore-wril, never become part of the student's permanent



lei icon they are , Ted in a context whtle the con,.(1 it. Chi y

express arc needed. If the ideas become Hula,' bait, n1 are

and written about, the words will Iac is t lleI.

We must, Of course, hid') `) I iik,11 (aod [wit I: t, t' 7)

see how this process works as.wel1 and Wt nal,t livelop ta,d.t,1

IndirectinetnV; of assessing Vocabulary development that ail 1 ai ties ijlt

see that it is - happening. And we must lOol, to our Type 2 titeoit. ti 'at frame

to help us evaluate our efforts. The one role that dues seem le! I for dirci,.t

instruction in VOCLitMlary is a new ipproach:tu traditional practice: that of

teaching derivational. morphology. To be consist t_cll. WI Pi psyetnIiiiptstic

research, however, such au approach should not be directed to teaching

new words as such, but to shoat students that the lex woo they already have

has given them a flexible system for creating and understanding words

which relate to those they already know and that'when they learn a new

word they are, in a sense, learning a whole family of related words as well.

Helping students recognize the power of the language system they already

possess and giving them confidence w their ability to,use it productively is

one oft the few areas where direct language teaching-can pay off.

Rodin Literature

A second problem I'd like to address; the frequently expressed

concern that students don't read very well, and specifically that .they don't

read iitergture well. The recent national asses.sment shows that students

can read well for facts, but can't make inferences or interpre.atimis well

at att. Related to this, of course, is the fa.et that itialent3 read

enough literature either in school or, even more iiiip9rtant, on their ow,



Part of the difficulty with this "plobleni" is that of the ;c:on:twat

per:.pectiye through wh,ch it is defined. Although there are any sources

for the current definition of this problem, the two inost significant,

although,somewhat in conflict, are the kinds of reading tests that are used

to assess student reading achievement and the ways literature is taught to

teachers in many graduate English departments. The first, resulting in part

from the failure of English teachers to understand and confront our

colleagues in reading, has led to an overemphasis on teaching and testing

for literal comprehension. This has some justification in the reading of non-

fictional prose although even there inference skiti,3 and the ability to see

the forest rather than just the trees is an important goal. In the testing of

literature, however, concentration on "facts" like where Silas buried the

money or who whitewastied Tom Sawyer's fence is too ate:
overemphasized at the expense helping students determine why Silas felt

he had to bury it or how Tom got his friends to do the work.

This is often compounded with the student perception that only

teachers have the keys to unlock the secret meanings of literature. This

second source of Ifte problem often results from teachers doing to students

what their professors had done to Oleo; that is, insisting on a single

"correct" interpretation of literary works. The student Is often confronted,

therefore, with the recognition of an orthodox interpretation derived from

the teacher. The effect of eitheror, more usually, 3f bothis to
implicitly tell students that ttiey are incapable of determining the meaning

of literary texts through individual effort and that they should concentrate

on the "facts" and wait for the teacher to provide the interpretation. The
f4;

two misleading or misapplied theories---of the centrality of Wore' meaning

derived in part from the "decoding" emphasis of the reading teacher and of



the possibility of an orthodok reading of a f.C.t derived mostly from Ow

now old "new" (riticismhave therefore bet"i partly responsible for the
kinds of teaching practices that have created tic "problem."

A different theoretica4 bush for the r, of literature may
provide a better approach to teaching It. This theoretical stance, called the

transactional theory of literature by I ,,m)e Ito,euhlatt, one of it pioneers,
is built arou. ; the observation that each reader's "transaction" with a tea t
is somewhat-idiosyncratic. As we read literatureor, in fact, anything
else--we are engaged in a process of meaning-aking lri which the words' on

the page -are interpreted on the basis of our individual experiences which

are in turn-,eolored by our socio-cultural status, our personalitio: and

belie, and our linguistic capacities. This process is-'clear to everyone in
the theatre where it is obvious thal directors and actors must have their
own vision of the text and its meaningOlivier's iiamlef is not Burton's or

Gielgud's or Williamson's. But it's eality and validity are less often
recognized or exploited in the classroo , although most teachers know that

the Hack Finn that eighth graders ad is not the same as that of 11th
graders or as theirs.

The reality of reading literature is that the experience of a text is a
private, personal transaction between reader and text. It is the private
nature of the experience that has Lod Northrop Frye to argue that
titeratufe cannot be taught dire_T-tly. What tohers can do, however, is io

help students ettrich and extend their capacities to make meaning from

texts, but they must do so initially by sincerely recognizing the personal

validity of the meaning that each student has made from the text. Sharing

such readet responses, exploring their sources both in the text and the

reader, and moving toward the achievement of the kind of loose consensus



which recognizes the inevitability of some diversity of interpretation but

insists on making readings which are at least consistent with the text,
provides sr effective classroom process. It directly involves the student's

meaning-making powers by requiring the articulation of his or her response,

in talk or in writing. And by legitimizing the student's central role in the
process of interpretation, It can provide a basis for growing student

confidence in their ability to reed literature on their own which is a

necessary prerequisite for doing so.

The teacher's role is crucial but essentially indirect in the sense that

the teacher no longer serves as the ulltillate judge of literary

interpretation, but rather serves as questioner, prober, skeptic, and

discussion leader whose goal is to help the students' deepen their own

responses without imposing his or her own upon them. To achieve this kind

of classroom requirese.considerable re-education and practice for students

and teacher alike because all parties are likely to be quite comfortable

with the traditional, more clear-cut assignment of interpretive power.

Treating literary texts as the objects of Type 2 theoretical enquiry in

which hypoth,..:"ses are proposed and tested, ambiguities are welcomed and

explored, and all readings are viewed 83 the tentative products of fallible

readers is hard for many to accept. Hut until we accept it, literature will

remain the exclusive preserve of its elite priests and acolytes who will

corainue to deny access to texts to all but their most devoted followers.

Correctness in Writing

Still a third problem confronting English teachers is the complaint

that students don't write well, by which is meant that they spell poorly,

punctuate badly, and have poor command of grammar and usage. get to

May JO I
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what 1 consider real writing problems next.) In the last several years this

complaint has deveoped greater urgency as students (and, by apeation,

schools and teachers) have been tested on their knowledge If these

matters. This is not the pluee to speculate on why American's are so

obsessed with such things, particularly with spelling; one of the questions I

am determined to answer some day is how spelling came to be associated

with intelligence in this country, but I digress,

While the reality of such "problems" Is indisputable for some

students, the traditional solutior of attenptmg to directly confront the

problem.by means of extensive drills and exercises in grammar just doesn't

work to change the way kids write as research study after research study

has demonstrated since the turn of the cei.tury. 'And, sadly for those

teachers who have spent endless' hours circling and annotating every error

they can find on student papers, such extensive col-ceding of student work

doesn't have much effect either.

The urge for a direct attack on soca problems is understandable, and

the tenacity of graminar teaching in the face of both experiential and

research based counter-evidence seems to spring mostly from a confusion

of correlation with causation, partly fiom the same kind of unconscious

behaviorism which underlies Much of AmeriKan education, and,
r

importantly, from the genuine conviction of parehtS and teachers (and

students, too), that their own personal successes (or even more commonly

their failures) as writers have depended upon 'heir knowledge (or lack of

knowledge) of grammar. The correlation/causation confusion is based

usually on the fact that grammar came relatively easil/ to most teachers,

and since they were often learning grammar as they wf.ie learning to write,

they have assumed that it was ,a causative facto: in their success.

It
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Conversely those who h=ave or have had problems with writing have oft*

believed that where they went wrong was in not learning enough grainnlar.

Type 2 theories of the processes of copo8ng and of language

development bear directly on this problem and give promise of a more
adequate definition of and solution to these problems. One of the most

striking findings of recent composing process research was Perl's discovery

that the basic (unskilled) writers she studied were excessively worried

about correctness. On average by the time they reached the third word of

the texts they were writing, they were stopping to wonder whether or not

they were spelling words correctly, where the commas were supposed to be

and the like. They were hampered throughout their writing by trying to

remember rules yid maxims which in most cases they had either learned

incompletely or were trying to apply incorrectly. The net effect was that

they produced tortured texts without adequate development, clarity, or

organization and which were also, ironically, still filled with errors.

helii we look at the nature of the human language system and at how

it Ls devjloped and used, two other striking realities emerge. The first is

that every speaker of a langpage has control direr an ii.credibly complex

and powerful linguistic system which enables them to speak, sited listen. The

"grammar" that enables us to do this, however, is a system which we are

completely unconscious in in the process of language use. Each of you, as

listeners, and I, as a speaker, have no conscious knowledge at this moment

of what rides are being followed as I produce and you understand this

sentence, and to try to be conscious of them would make it impossible for

the meaning exhange which is being attempted to take place. And that is

just the point: control of a grammatical system is developed twa means to

the ends of being able to express one's own idea-, and comprehend the ideas

Maylier I ti
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of others, and happens naturally and unconsciously as (or if) we 'find

ourselves in increasingly complex linguistic environments.

The first solution to tote grammar problem, therefore, is to provide

students with the richest language environment possible; one filled with

multiple opportunities for purposeful talk and writing as well as reading

and listening. As a correlate to this, it is Crucially important to help

student writers sem that while proper use of the formal features of the

written language is important, it is so because it facilitates communication

and that their first priority (and ours) should be on shaping their meanings.

There is little point for either writer or reader in en impeccable paper that

says nothing.

The first solutionthat of a rich language environmentis essential

for developing the "ear" for the written language`whicivis the primary basis

making appropriate language choices and for catching errors aftek they

have been made in an early draft. Composing process research shows tha

editing can be separated from the processes of drafting apSrevising which

make up the primary meaning-making and shaping aspects of writing:

Students can learn to develop and trust their own sense of language through

re:ling their own work aloud, sharing it with their peers, sn4 looking to the

teacher as a supporitr or coach of their attempts to improve 4 paper while

it is still in process.

This last is an important point because it suggests one c4 the reasons

why extensive teacher annotations of error have been largely ineffective:

they have come long after the paper has been finished and when the

problems the student mhy have recognizedhowever dimlywhile

composing the text have long since disapp ared from consciousness. If

editing annotations -ervto be useful they mint be made during rather than



.after the process of composing, and they will b most helpful of all if they

can be framed in terms of assisting the writer's effort to communicate to a

A
reader rather than seen, by the writer, as a set of arbitrary and irrelevant

demands which only English teachers really care about.

The second solution to the "gp,:nmar problem," .therefore, is to only

seek to develop nietalinguistic awaceness al the context of helping the

student writer more effectively express and comuunkpate his or her ideas.

This is unlikely to happen, 6f course, if stu'dents aren't writing purpOseful

(to them) papers to audiences who shoo more interest in what they are

saying than how they are saying it. And, that, finally, is the ultimate

source of solution to,all sorts of writing problems.

Rawer in Writing
L

Indeed much of what I've just said relates equally to the solution of

the other major type of complaints about student writing; that they don't

write clearly, coherently, powerfully, persuasively and so on. While this,

too, is often true enough, one Important causative factor in this regard is

that students simply don't write enough in school. The_regtonsibility for

this rests on the whole faculty of the school which is why I am spending

most of this year working with many of you to help you to encourage the

use of writing as a tool for learning throttapout the curriculum. I won't

spend any more time on that iAsue to except topoint out that there is

no way that students will learn to write in all the modes of oil icing icy

will need unless 1,he whole faculty of a school makes them write frequently.

It isn't easy to get that to happen, as I know very well, but try we must.

The particular aspect of the development of effective writers that I

want to focus on as the last problem is the common view that writing skills
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develop from smell units to large ones. This approach, which I have

some,Inges called the but to in-up siva tegy, operates On the basi of a Type 1

theory which appears to main hi in that one must be able to v a good

Sentence before one can write a good paragiaph, a good paragraph before

three paragraphs, three before five and so on. A frequent pedagogical

corrollary to the botto-up approach is the insistence that students can't

write good paragraphs, for example, unle,s they know how to identify and

explicitly write topic sentences, d know several paradigms for paragraph

developinet t such as the use of supporting details, and of

comparison/cont-ast. The atia;ytical theories of rhetoric upon which such

pedagogles have been built are not what I am criticizing here, nor ain I
*low

. suggesting that theylnever ha a place in writing instruction. My criticism

is really of the psychological theories which have influenced their use in

the process of writing instruction. These theories have implied that writers

first have a form in mind before they have determined what they have to

say, and, that much the same as is believed to be true-of trammel., the best

way tO achieve ciliate_ ical contrti is to have a set of rules or principles in

mind white you are composing.

White I do believe that some aspects of rhetorical analysis can be

helpful in the revision proce§sparticularly with relatively sIsilled writers

who are attempting to meet a variety of rhetorical demandsburdening

unskilled and beginning writers with prescriptions about sentemie types,

where topic sentences belong, and how arguments 8,1e built puts the

structural cart before the neaning-making horse and encourfages student

writers to believe, once again, that no one much cares what theyysay as

long as their form is appropriate. Until school writing becomes ineaningf41_,

enough to the writer that he or she cares about its rhetorical effectiveness,

Mayher 1



there is little Ilona in trying to have students master various rhetorical

stra tegies.

(I MI Main critie.sm of the bottom-up aproqch, however, is based on

those -theories of language which shows 'hat when language GIs used for

communication, what we produce arc wholi. Ideas. These may be short or

long, but Viey always have some sense of completeness even if they are not

grammatically complete. Even writing, people rarely try to write- a

single paragraph, as a paragraph, except in school. Limitations of space

may sometimes require us to limit ourselves to paragraph, but the

is that in real communication situations, it is the neanif being

transmitted that determines the forum and the extent of the piece rather

than the reverse. It is usually the ease that younger writers write shorter

pieces than older cores, but even then this is more thevtesult of limits on

the complexity of their inessages, rather than on their capacities to write

longer pieces if what they have to say demands it.

sentence errors produced by inexperienced writers are more

often than not errors of omission producing fragments) which can usually

/be corrected by having to read one's own work aloud, or of punctuation

which can only be mastered through discovering the kinds of message

contusion they cause, Punctuation exercises with others work, or limiting

writers to ,producing single sentences first before allowing them longer

pieges have been continuously ineffective. in fact the only times we read,

use, and therefore learn to control more complex sentence forms are when

we have complex ideas to express. Providing the occasion for complex

thoughts to be communicated will 'be far more valuable than any other

means of improving con of of complex strife tures.



Conclusion

The larger generalizations that would hope you would ponder .tis..a

result of /this talk spring directly from theories of language which have

empla§izedhe tact that structure is used tot expr{iss meaning Und that

meaning-makig is the driving force for mustering structures, and from a

conception of language learning that Alows that the most significant

occasion for language development are those where language is a means

rather than the end of learning. The pedagogical implications of tise

views, stated most simply, are that there are very limited c).isibilities for

the direct teaching of language skills and that the long way ar;;,,nd is often

the only way to get to where we want to go.

Further, I hope I have shown that since teaching decisions are

directly rooted in theory, and the problems facing chers have

not been caused by the fact that we have too much theory and not enough

practical pedagogy, but rather have arisen because we have too many Type

1 theories at the root of our teaching; We don't need fewer theories, we

need bettqr pplicatioAs of the best theories we have . As teachersi

curriculum leaders, and teacher educators we must all learn to adopt a

Type 2 theoretical attitude toward our own teaching, we must strive to

adapt wick ack!(y the best available theories to our pedagogical picblems,

and where appropriate we must further the development of new theories by

articulating more clearly the problems we face so that solutions to them1
can be found. O'hly by doing so can we escape the looking-glass world.
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